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1982 TOSH ITALIA opens with the aim of proposing machines
for the decoration of objects with every type of printing available
on the market such as, silk screening, pad printing, hot press and
offset.

1983 the first pad-printing machine is designed and manufactured,
the Logica 200, totally electronic and numerically controlled.

1989 TOSH ITALIA SNC becomes TOSH SRL and, to fill a
void in the market, decides to dedicate itself completely to pad
printing further completing the line of LOGICA SERIES machines.

1992 OFFICINE TOSH SRL opens as a support for TOSH
SRL, with the goal of development and perfection of machines,
both standard and special order, to better respond to the
requirements of a growing national and foreign market.

1998 With the objective of always better fulfilling the needs
of our clients, the business TOSH PRODOTTI SRL is begun: a
lean and efficient production line to faster meet demand in the
area of quality consumables for pad printing.

2000 ELETTRONICA TOSH SRL is formed as a satellite firm
of OFFICINE TOSH SRL, with the goal of developing electronics
and software that are always on the cutting edge.

2007 On the 25th anniversary of its founding, TOSH renews
its LOGICA SERIES line, extending it to 20 print heads, modulable
into hundreds of different standard patterns.
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Pad printing is a printing technique that permits the decoration or
personalization of objects that are of different shapes, sizes or materials
in one or more colours. Pad printing is often compared to silk screening
or hot press printing and frequently to offset printing; for however much
the results of such techniques may seem similar, pad printing constitutes
a process unique and diverse from all others.

OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE
This is based upon the intelligent exploitation of the evaporation of the
solvent contained in the ink, which permits the transferral of the image
onto the plate, to then transfer it, in its turn, onto the object by way
of a soft, elastic pad.

UTILISATION
Apart from printing perfectly on flat surfaces, pad printing distinguishes
itself by being the most suitable printing technique when there is the
need to decorate irregular, concave or convex surfaces. It may be used
in multicolour printing when a high quality of printing precision is needed,
above all in the presence of very fine lines. It is indicated where the
quick drying of the ink in the production cycle is needed, as in automatic
lines, near injection presses or when an immediate packaging of the
product is called for.

WHY IT IS CHOSEN
- For constraints of shape and design of the piece to be printed.
- To reduce production costs and realize greater market competitiveness.
- To assure an elevated quality of aesthetic finish in the product.
- For the simplicity of the introduction of decorative processes in both

large and small production scales.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
Pad printing, already confirmed for its ability to print fine lines on small
objects at high resolution, has imposed and expanded its application
standards also for the decoration of large format objects, toppling limits
and prejudices of the past.
With these prerogatives the list of potential applications of pad printing
has been extended in every sector. Indeed, every day, each of us has
had occasion to come into contact, even unknowingly, with tens of
articles printed with this technique.  Some examples are:
- Household appliances, faceplates of clothes washers, dish washers,

coffee machines, vacuum cleaners, and small electric appliances…
- Promotional items, fashion accessories…
- Toys, models…
- Automotive, accessories for automobiles and motorcycles
- TV, Hi-Fi, computers, IT accessories…
- Packaging for cosmetics, over-the-counter medicines, pharmacological

products…
- Medical and safety equipment…
- Home accessories and lighting…
- Fasteners, capsules, corks and lids…
- Shoes, heels, platforms, soles and insoles…
- Electronic items, transformers and switches…
- Beverage containers, fruit and vegetable flats…
- Packaging in general…
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TOSH Group has been present since the early eighties in the
field of printing on objects with the production of machines and
products for pad printing.

In its growth strategy, TOSH has put the needs of its clients as
its main guidelines for its business, listening and anticipating
their needs, wishing to be recognized in the market as an ideal
trusted partner for pad printing.

TOSH, with the production of its LOGICA SERIES machines, has
imposed a 100% Italian, qualitative and technological standard
recognized the world over, significantly contributing to the
evolution of the process of pad printing on objects as the most
advantageous solution in the various processes of decoration,
in spite of already established printing techniques such as silk
screening and hot press printing.

The natural propensity for technological innovation, that
characterizes TOSH in its choices, has always conferred this firm
with an indisputable place of leadership in the field.

Offering cutting edge solutions aimed toward creating concrete,
appreciated advantages, especially in economic terms, is the
objective that TOSH places before itself each and every day in
order to satisfy the expectations of its clients, aware that “the
success of its clients equals its own success”.
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TOSH 100% Italian production, ranges from the construction of
small pad printing machines up to the manufacture of totally
automated plants, made to order, to satisfy the particular needs
of our clients.

Our design and manufacture, performed entirely in house,
sustained by an original and innovative vocation of choices, has
permitted TOSH to develop a range of machines that has reached
more than twenty different print heads today: differing in the
intensity of the print and their operating principles, they may
be divided into two series: one suitable for applications where
higher production tempos are sought while the other satisfies
the broadest variation of flexible operational requirements,
anticipating and conditioning marketing trends.

In the same way, from the very beginning of its operations, the
approach undertaken by TOSH could not have been different
regarding all of the consumables linked to the technique of pad
printing.

Thanks to constant research, TOSH has succeeded in developing
and producing in its laboratories a range of inks, ink additives,
pads, plates, blades, blading rings and whatever else necessary
to obtain the highest quality printing possible from a pad printing
machine.
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This line of machines with full electronic CNC function,
is characterized by ease of management, economy and
the modulation of the axes for the movement of the
piece, linked to extremely rapid production changes, with
a capability of nearly zeroing out set-up times of a
multicolour pad printing machine: ideal for intermittent
production runs, where more than one item is worked,
usually divided in lots.

Thanks to the extremely contained level of investment
that TOSH proposes for its medium-small models of the
series, such as the Logica 02 -03 -04 -05, the user may
deploy a highly technological machine in a market segment
that was, until just recently, reserved only for those of
a much simpler conception, with pneumatic activation.

With the largest model of the line, LOGICA 08
MULTIFORMAT, an out-and-out numerically controlled
pad-printing centre, TOSH has revolutionised certain
sectors of application, introducing such innovations that
make the LOGICA 08 MULTIFORMAT the one unit capable
of truly profitable production.
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Particular attention has been dedicated by TOSH to the
applications where high rates of production are called
for.  With nearly all of the units in this product range,
from the smallest, LOGIC MIMICRO to the largest LOGICA
MACRO, a production tempo of up to 5000 cycles / hour
may be reached.

The creation and development of this line of machines
has for the most part interested those clients who process
jobs continuously for a certain period of time with the
same item. The units are configured for printing more
than one piece at a time in the same machine cycle,
thereby obtaining the best production performance.

With these results, thanks to the technological evolution
of the LOGICA HIGH SPEED machine series, today TOSH
is able to establish the pad printing process in applications
from where it had always been excluded due to limits in
mechanical construction.

These units represent that determining factor which
conditions the level of the client’s competitiveness to
their benefit:  produce more, better and at a lower cost.
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These are machines that TOSH designs and manufactures in
order to satisfy the specific printing needs of its clients. The
plants, highly automated, are fundamentally finalised toward
maximising productivity, flexibility and the need to reduce
manpower.

In this scope, TOSH transfers all of its experience, capitalized
over the years of business, making use of the trust and cooperation
of its clients who contribute to the expansion of highly automated
pad printing, to create a convergence of knowledge that permits
us to face ever more complex challenges.

All projects and subsequent realisations are aimed toward the
requirements of the client in order to obtain the appropriate
compromise between benefit, investment and operating costs.
The objective sought is to bring a greater added value to the
product.

One of TOSH’S strong points is constituted by the continuous
development of new applications, which permit it to offer the
best solutions with the highest level of innovation to its clients.
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To the realisation of its machines, TOSH adds the production of
easily interchangeable accessories of the most elevated precision,
able to respond to the most diversified printing and production
needs.

Having the possibility to choose among an extremely
vast range of:
- cross tables
- numerically controlled mechanical rotating tables
- indexers
- oval rectilinear conveyors
- tank tread rectilinear conveyors
- inclined rectilinear conveyors
- superficial pre-treatment device with flame hardening or coronal

discharge
- piece drying ovens with hot air, infra red or ultra violet
- electrostatic charge dispersion device
- printing quality control observation systems
allow the TOSH client to be more competitive in a continuously
and rapidly developing market.

Moreover, to allow for the total autonomy of the pad printing
process, TOSH offers:
- complete equipment for the realisation of films
- complete equipment for making photopolymer and steel plates
- automatic and manual piece cleaning tanks





The vocation to innovate, which has always characterized TOSH
in the production of pad printing machines, could not be any
less in the area of production of consumables necessary for this
type of machine. The TOSH project is simple and at the same
time ambitious: provide products that are derived directly from
the needs of clients.

This principle, which inspires daily work, allows TOSH to adapt
the performance of its products, such as quality, flexibility,
broadness of the line, to ever more demanding and changing
market requirements.

Constant search for better raw materials and for betterment in
the processes of working the pads, plates, inks, etc., combined
with the efficiency of the management of services, are the
primary commitment that stimulates TOSH to continue the line
that it has taken, aimed at obtaining new and significant results,
ever aware that one has never done enough when THE
FUNDAMENTAL GOAL IS TO SATISFY THE CLIENT.

In this clear vision of development TOSH service is wide ranging
while its technical-commercial network is capable of client
assistance in any direction, to be present where the need arises,
punctually and competently.

ConsumablesConsumablesConsumables
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With the aim of providing global assistance, TOSH and its
distributors, present all over the world, are able to offer a series
of subsidiary services, that is, a combination of activities wherein
competence and professionalism are at the service of the client,
with great care, dedication and passion.

The TOSH technician is always at the client’s side in order to
resolve every problem and provide all of the information necessary
by way of in office telephone support or with service calls.

TOSH assistance, continuous and qualified, is capable of
guaranteeing productive maintenance of the machines and the
plants with assistance calls and spare parts, personnel education,
client assistance in the first production phase, provision of
services from the graphics department, photoengraving and
production of special colours.





Tosh in the World
TOSH’s distribution network in Italy and in the World
make it possible to find a qualified assistant able to

provide the customer with assistance, punctually,
competently and above all right at the their side

as a trusted partner for pad printing,
in every major industrialised country.

Tosh on-line
It is possible to see the entire TOSH product line

in the electronic catalogue by visiting our site:

www.tosh.it
info@tosh.it








